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which God gave the books to the writers or through the writers and God worked,

so that they were so accepted by the people from them. In both places the

Christian world, looked with unaniminity as to which books these had been

without any official decision by any great Christian leaders or by any council.

But the council of Nicea had affirmed the b oks of Old and New Testaments

and Athanasias letter did much to quiet any partifular question that was

between individuals here and there. He had a tremendous influence but would

certainly make no claim or decision in this matter himself. The statement

you read is perfectly all right as stated but there might be implications

which would not be right.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If they said the canon had been made as a result of the letters; it would

r be right but if they say of which the letters give evidence, all right.

Doubtless the letters contributed to allay any questions which might come

up.

question - Athanasias was then in exile from 362 -363 until the death of

Julian, then he returned to Alexandria and was there until 367 when he was

sent into exile again. After a few months at the tomb of his father, hiding

ttwe, he was allowed to come back and continued until 373.

question - Jovian only ruled from 363-b. Jovian received him. Jovian was

an orthodox emperor but only reigned 8 mos.

question - Under Julian he came back from his 3rd exile but didn't come as

a result of Julian 's order but came before Julian gave the order. Then Julian

tried to have hint killed.

3. Was the Last Days of Athnasias

b. Apollinarianism - nothing to do with Arianism

This is the view advanced by Apollinarian. It is a view in which you had

something to do in Systematic Theology. Actually it is a step in a long

period of controversy which is dealth with extensively in Systematic Theology.

I will not say much about it here but it is s.f some importance here at this

point so it is necessary to introduce it here. I want you to get a general

idea of what it is. Apoflinarias was a son of a Christian leader. He was a
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